Failure to distinguish bipolar depression (BDd) from the unipolar depression of major depressive disorder (UDd) in adolescents has significant clinical consequences. We aimed to identify differential patterns of functional neural activity in BDd versus UDd and employed two (fearful and happy) facial expression/ gender labeling functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments to study emotion processing in 10 BDd (8 females, mean age¼ 15.1 71.1) compared to age-and gender-matched 10 UDd and 10 healthy control (HC) adolescents who were age-and gender-matched to the BDd group. BDd adolescents, relative to UDd, showed significantly lower activity to both intense happy (e.g., insula and temporal cortex) and intense fearful faces (e.g., frontal precentral cortex). Although the neural regions recruited in each group were not the same, both BDd and UDd adolescents, relative to HC, showed significantly lower neural activity to intense happy and mild happy faces, but elevated neural activity to mild fearful faces. Our results indicated that patterns of neural activity to intense positive and negative emotional stimuli can help differentiate BDd from UDd in adolescents.
Introduction
Bipolar disorder (BD) in youth is now recognized as a significant public health problem that is often associated with significant morbidity and mortality (Birmaher et al., 2009; Diler, 2007) . Depressive episodes are the first and most common manifestation of BD in youth (Birmaher et al., 2006; Geller et al., 2004) ; however, it is difficult to clinically differentiate the symptoms of BD depression (BDd) from those of the depression of major depressive disorder (UDd) (Chang, 2009) . Furthermore, failure to differentiate BDd from UDd in adolescents has significant clinical consequences, and may result in inappropriate interventions for those youth with BDd misdiagnosed with UDd, such as antidepressant monotherapy.
Functional neuroimaging (e.g., functional magnetic resonance imaging) can help improve understanding of pathophysiologic processes by identifying abnormalities in neural systems implicated in core symptoms of BD. There is growing evidence from functional neuroimaging studies that limbic and prefrontal systems play an important role in emotion processing and regulation processes (Pavuluri et al., 2012; Phillips, 2003) , and that functional abnormalities in these systems are commonly found in BD in youth and adults (Leibenluft and Rich, 2008; Phillips et al., 2008a) . Recent neuroimaging studies have reported different types of abnormal activity in these neural systems in adults with BDd versus UDd, suggesting that examination of neural activity during processing of different emotional stimuli may help provide neural markers to distinguish BD from major depressive disorder during depression (Almeida et al., 2010 (Almeida et al., , 2009 Bertocci et al., 2012; Lawrence et al., 2004) . To date, however, no study has compared neural activity to emotional stimuli in BDd versus UDd youth. Identifying differential patterns of functional abnormalities in emotion processing in neural systems in BDd relative to UDd and healthy control (HC) adolescents may help differentiate BDd from UDd early in development, facilitate understanding of the depression-specific neural substrates of BD, and provide insight into the neurobiological and developmental etiology of BD in adolescents. The main goal of this preliminary cross-sectional study was thus to identify functional abnormalities in neural systems that may help differentiate BD from UDd in depressed adolescents (relative to age-and gender-ratiomatched healthy controls; HC). We aimed to study two separate experiments (e.g., happy and fearful faces) in a three conditions (intense emotion, mild emotion, and neutral) by three groups (BPd, UDd, and HC) design and hypothesized that neural activity to intense positive versus negative emotional stimuli during emotion processing can help differentiate BDd. 
